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The article concerns a genuinely two-dimensional numerical study of resonant oscillation
phenomena in a gas-� lled tube with an isothermal wall or an adiabatic wall. The
time-dependent , axisymmetric, compressible Navier–Stokes equations in two dimensions
are solved by a new � nite volume method with the second-order kinetic � ux-vector splitt ing
( KFVS) scheme for convective terms, and a third-order Runge–Kutta method for the time
evolution. The oscillatory motion of the � uid in a closed tube is generated by a piston at one
end, and re� ected by the other closed end. Weak shock waves propagating within the tube
at the resonant frequency and slightly off-resonance frequencies are numerically captured,
which are consistent with both experimental observation and previous theoretical analyses.
The interesting results of the sudden change in axial velocity near the piston and the closed
end are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The understanding of gas oscillating behavior inside a tube is of both funda-
mental and practical interest [1^11]. Saenger and Hudson [1] observed from exper-
iments that a weak shock wave would appear in a closed tube if a piston was
oscillating at the resonant frequency on the other end of the tube. To explain this
observation, Saenger and Hudson [1] tried to construct theoretical models based
on the existence of propagating shock waves. However, their analysis was not very
successful because viscosity and heat conduction were not taken into consideration,
and the amplitude of gas oscillation became in¢nite. Later, Betchov [2] showed that
nonlinear cumulative effects could lead to ¢nite amplitude gas oscillations in a closed
tube even if viscosity and heat conduction were not considered. By combining the
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method of characteristics and a perturbation method with both gas compressibility
and viscosity taken into consideration, Chester [3] was able to predict the shape
and strength of the shock waves. Most recently, a number of perturbation solutions
have been published on thermoacoustic effects in a resonant tube with applications
to thermoacoustic machine. (See [4^7] and the references therein.)

Although there exist a few numerical investigations of wave propagation in a
tube [8^9], they are restricted to solving one-dimensional nonlinear Lagrangian wave
equations. As far as the authors are aware, a numerical simulation of resonant
oscillations of a two-dimensional compressible viscous £ow inside a closed tube
and its subsequent appearance of shock waves has not been carried out. There exist
several dif¢culties in the numerical simulation of such a compressible £ow by solving
fully compressible Navier^Stokes equations. First, the appearance of weak shock
waves in resonant oscillations requires a high-resolution numerical scheme so that
discontinuities can be captured sharply. Thus, application of some high-order
schemes (such as MacCormack’s scheme and the Lax^Wendroff scheme) to the cur-
rent problem would lead to numerical oscillations. Second, the extremely small
Mach number of the gas £ow in the tube would result in small spatial pressure
variations but affect the velocity ¢eld at leading order [10]. The third dif¢culty
is that it would require a great deal of computer time before the appearance of shock
waves in the simulation, thus requiring a highly accurate numerical scheme in time so
that numerical dissipation because of truncation errors would not lead to inaccurate
numerical results.

During the last two decades, various high-resolution schemes for capturing
discontinuous solutions have been developed for the Euler equations [11^13] as well
as for the Navier^Stokes equations [14,15]. These include total variation diminishing
(TVD) schemes [11] and essentially nonoscillation (ENO) schemes [12], and so on. In
the development of modern high-resolution shock capturing methods, the Monotone
Upstream-Centered Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) interpolation tech-

NOM ENCLATURE

Ai;j control volume
Cp speci¢c heat at constant pressure
e total energy
E; F convective £uxes
~E; ~F diffusive £uxes
g Maxwell^Boltzmann

distribution
k thermal conductivity coef¢cient
K internal degree of freedom
L length of tube
M number of grid points in axial

direction
N number of grid points in radial

direction
p pressure
Pr Prandtl number

R0 radius of tube
T temperature
u axial velocity
U conservative variables
…~u; ~v† molecular velocity
v radial velocity
r density
m viscosity
t stress tensor
C moment function vector
g ratio of the speci¢c heats
Dt grid size in time t direction
Dx grid size in axial direction
Dr grid size in radial direction
x internal particle velocity
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nique [13] has played an important role. We refer the readers to [16, 17] and the
references therein for a detailed introduction to high-resolution methods. The main
features of a high-resolution scheme include the following:

. at least second-order accuracy for smooth solutions,

. sharp resolution of discontinuities without excess smearing, and

. the absence of spurious oscillations in the computed solution.

To capture accurate discontinuity solutions in aerodynamic applications, most
high-resolution methods have intrinsically implemented approximate or exact
Riemann solvers. This requires considerable work and cost for the simulation of
any physical problems. Because of this, the £ux-vector splitting methods and other
high-resolution shock capturing methods without implementation of Rieman
solvers, such as gas-kinetic methods, have been developed in recent years [18^21].

In this article, ¢rst we use a high-resolution shock-capturing scheme for the
unsteady axisymmetric compressible Navier^Stokes equations to simulate numeri-
cally resonant oscillation phenomena in a gas-¢lled tube with an isothermal wall
or an adiabatic wall. In the construction of the current scheme, the kinetic £ux-vector
splitting and and the initial reconstruction technique [13] are used for the convective
terms, second-order central difference for derivatives in the diffusive terms, and the
source terms. For time evolution, we use a third-order Runge^Kutta method to relax
the time constraints.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Let x and r denote the axial and radial coordinates; t is the time; u and v denote
the velocity components in x- and r-directions, respectively; and r, e, and p denote
the £uid density, the total energy per unit volume, and the pressure, respectively.
The axisymmetric Navier^Stokes equations for a compressible £uid can be written
in the following conservative form:

@rU

@t ‡ @r…E ¡ ~E†
@x ‡ @r…F ¡ ~F †

@r ˆ S…U † …1†

where the conservative variables U , the source term S…U †, convective £uxes E and F ,
and the diffusive £uxes ~E and ~F , are de¢ned by

U ˆ ‰r; ru; rv; eŠT

S…U † ˆ ‰0; 0; p ¡ tyy; 0ŠT

E…U † ˆ ‰ru; ru2 ‡ p; ruv; u…e ‡ p†ŠT

~E…U † ˆ 0; txx; txr; utxx ‡ vtxr ‡ k @T

@x

" #T

F …U † ˆ ‰rv; ruv; rv2 ‡ p; v…e ‡ p†ŠT

~F …U † ˆ 0; trx; trr; utrx ‡ vtrr ‡ k @T

@r

" #T

…2†
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In Eq. (2), txx, txr, and trr denote the components of the stress tensor given by

txx ˆ …2m ‡ ~m†
@u

@x ‡ ~m
v
r ‡ @v

@r( )
trr ˆ …2m ‡ ~m†

@v

@r ‡ ~m
v
r ‡ @u

@x( )
tyy ˆ …2m ‡ ~m†

v
r ‡ ~m

@v

@r ‡ @u

@x( )
txr ˆ trx ˆ m

@u

@r ‡ @v

@x( ) …3†

Here ~m ˆ ¡2=3m, and m and k denote the viscosity and the thermal conductivity
coef¢cients, respectively, and T is the gas temperature. The viscosity of the £uid
is de¢ned by Sutherland’s law

m ˆ m0
T
T0( )

1:5 T0 ‡ C
T ‡ C …4†

where T0 and m0 are reference values at standard sea level conditions, and C is a given
constant that is equal to 110. If the Prandtl number is assumed to be constant
(approximately equal to 0.71 for calorically perfect air), thermal conductivity
can be calculated from the equation Pr ˆ mCp=k, where Cp is the speci¢c heat at
constant pressure.

For a perfect gas, the pressure is related to the total energy e by

p ˆ …g ¡ 1†‰e ¡ 1
2 r…u2 ‡ v2†Š

NUMERICAL METHODS

Space Discretizations

Let xi ˆ iDx and rj ˆ jDr (i ˆ 0; 1; . . . ; M ; j ˆ 0; 1; . . . ; N) denote grid points
in x- and r-directions, respectively, where Dx ˆ L=M and Dr ˆ R0=N ; then the com-
putational domain ‰0; LŠ £ ‰0; R0Š is subdivided into quadrilaterals as shown in
Figure 1.

Integrating Eq. (1) over a control volume Ai;j ˆ ‰xi¡1=2; xi‡1=2Š £ ‰rj¡1=2; rj‡1=2Š
gives

@

@t

Z Z

Ai;j

rU dx dr ‡
Z rj‡1=2

rj¡1=2

r……E ¡ ~E†i‡1=2 ¡ …E ¡ ~E†i¡1=2† dr

‡
Z xi‡1=2

xi¡1=2

…rj‡1=2…F ¡ ~F †j‡1=2 ¡ rj¡1=2…F ¡ ~F †j¡1=2† dx

ˆ
Z Z

Ai;j

S…U† dx dr
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which can be approximated using a midpoint formula such as

@

@t
rjUi;j…t† ‡

rj

Dx ‰…E ¡ ~E†i‡1=2;j ¡ …E ¡ ~E†i¡1;2;j Š

‡
1

Dr ‰rj‡1=2…F ¡ ~F †i;j‡1=2 ¡ rj¡1=2…F ¡ ~F †i;j¡1=2Š

ˆ
1

DxDr

Z Z

Ai;j

S…U † dx dr …5†

where Ui;j…t† denote the cell averaged conservative variables de¢ned by

Ui;j…t† ˆ
1

DxDr

Z xi‡1=2

xi¡1=2

Z rj‡1=2

rj¡1=2

U …x; r; t† dx dr

?twb=.60w>The approximation given by Eq. (5) keeps second-order accuracy in
space. Based on the conservative variables at the cell center, the convective
and diffusive £uxes across cell interfaces have to be evaluated according to the
gas evolution models.

In the following we are going to construct the convective £uxes across each cell
interface of the control volume Ai;j. Following the collisionless gas evolution model
[21], the macroscopic £uxes E…U † and F …U † can be split into two parts, that is, posi-
tive and negative £uxes

E…U † ˆ E…U †‡ ‡ E…U †¡ F …U † ˆ F …U †‡ ‡ F …U †¡ …6†

where E§ and F§ are given by

Figure 1. Grid points (.) and control volume Ai;j surrounded by the dashed lines.
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E§…U† ˆ hC; ~ugi§ ² §
Z

RK‡1

Z §1

0
~uCg d ~u d ~v dx

F§…U† ˆ hC; ~vgi§ ² §
Z

RK‡1

Z §1

0
~vCg d ~v d ~u dx …7†

In Eq. (7), R ˆ …¡1; 1†, …~u; ~v† denote molecular velocity components in x- and
r-directions; dx ˆ x1; . . . ; dxK and x1; . . . ; xK are the components of the internal par-
ticle velocity in K dimension space. For the £ow movement in the two-dimensional
case, K is related to the ratio of speci¢c heat g through the relation
K ˆ …3 ¡ g†=…g ¡ 1† ¡ 1. Here g is the Maxwell^Boltzmann distribution for the equi-
librium state

g ˆ r
l
p( )

…K‡2†=2

e¡l‰…~u¡u†2‡…~v¡v†2‡x2 Š …8†

and C is the moment function vector

C ˆ 1; ~u; ~v;
~u2 ‡ ~v2 ‡ x2

2

" #T

…9†

where x2 ˆ x2
1 ‡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‡ x2

K , and l is a function of temperature such that l ˆ r=2p. The
splitting £uxes E§ and E§ have the explicit forms

E§…U† ˆ

rh~ui§
rh~u2i§

rh~ui§h~vi
1
2 r…h~u3i§ ‡ h~ui§…h~v2i ‡ hx2i††

0

BB@

1

CCA …10†

and

F§…U † ˆ

rh~vi§
rh~vi§h~ui
rh~v2i§

1
2 r…h~v3i§ ‡ h~vi§…h~u2i ‡ hx2i††

0

BB@

1

CCA …11†

where

hx2i ˆ
K
2l

h~ui ˆ u h~u2i ˆ u2 ‡
1
2l

h~u0i§ ˆ
1
2

erfc…¨
���
l

p
u†

h~ui§ ˆ uh~u0i§ §
e¡lu2

2
������
lp

p

¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
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h~um‡2i§ ˆ uh~um‡1i§ ‡
m ‡ 1

2l
h~umi§ m ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . .

The formulas of h~vmi§ and h~vmi are the same as the above, with u replaced by v. Here
erfc…x† is the complementary error function

Based on the above kinetic £ux-vector splitting (KFVS) formulation (6), the
convective £uxes E…U† and F …U† at each cell interface of the control volume Ai;j

can be obtained and Eq. (5) becomes

@

@t
rjUi;j…t† ‡

rj

Dx ‰G…Ui;j; Ui‡1;j† ¡ G…Ui¡1;j; Ui;j†Š

‡
1
Dr ‰rj‡1=2H…Ui;j; Ui;j‡1† ¡ rj¡1=2H…Ui;j; Ui;j†Š

¡
rj

Dx ‰ ~Ei‡1;2;j ¡ ~Ei¡1;2;j Š ¡
1

Dr ‰rj‡1=2 ~Fi;j‡1=2 ¡ rj¡1=2 ~Fi;j¡1=2Š

ˆ
1

DxDr

Z Z

Ai;j

S…U † dx dr …12†

where convective £uxes G…Ui;j; Ui‡1;j† and H…Ui;j; Ui;j‡1† are de¢ned as

G…Ui;j; Ui‡1;j† ˆ E‡…Ui;j† ‡ E¡…Ui‡1;j†
H…Ui;j; Ui;j‡1† ˆ F‡…Ui;j† ‡ F ¡…Ui;j‡1† …13†

It is well known that the above ¢nite volume scheme is only ¢rst-order accurate in
space. To improve the accuracy of the scheme, the initial reconstruction technique
[13] has to be applied to interpolate the cell averaged variables to the cell interfaces.
For example, a linear function

Ui;j…x; r† ˆ Ui;j ‡ …Ux†i;j…x ¡ xi† ‡ …Ur†i;j…r ¡ rj†
for …x; r† 2 ‰xi¡1=2; xi‡1=2Š £ ‰rj¡1=2; rj‡1=2Š …14†

can be constructed to approximate the cell averaged variables Ui;j at the beginning of
each time step, where …Ux†i;j and …Ur†i;j are the approximate slopes in the x- and
r-directions inside the control volume Aij ; that is,

…Ux†i;j ˆ @U

@x( ) i;j
‡O……Dx†p† …Ur†i;j ˆ @U

@r( ) i;j
‡O……Dr†p† p ¶ 1

To avoid overshoot and undershoot in he reconstructed initial data, the slopes
of U , that is @U=@x and @U=@r, have to be limited. In this article, the van Leer limiter
[13] is used; that is,

…Ux†i;j ˆ …sgn…s‡
i;j ‡ sgn…s¡

i;j††
js‡

i;jjjs¡
i;jj

js‡
i;jj ‡ js¡

i;jj
…15†

where sgn is the sign function, and

S‡
i;j ˆ …U n

i‡1;j ¡ U n
i;j†=…xi‡1;j ¡ xi;j† s¡

i;j ˆ …U n
i;j ¡ U n

i¡1;j†=…xi;j ¡ xi¡1;j† …16†

are the corresponding slopes in the neighboring cells. Similarly, …Ur†i;j can be
obtained.
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Based on the reconstruction given in Eq. (14), we can establish a high-order
spatial resolution solver for Eq. (1) as follows:

@

@t
rjUi;j…t† ˆ ¡

rj

Dx ‰G… ~Ui‡1=2;j; Ûi‡1=2;j† ¡ G…Ûi¡1=2;j; Ûi¡1=2;j†Š

¡
1

Dr ‰rj‡1=2H… ~Ui;j‡1=2; Ûi;j‡1=2† ¡ rj¡1=2H… ~Ui;j¡1=2; Ûi;j¡1=2†Š

‡
rj

Dx ‰ ~Ei‡1=2;j ‡ ~Ei¡1=2;j Š ‡
1

Dr ‰rj‡1=2 ~Fi;j‡1=2 ¡ rj¡1=2 ~Fi;j¡1=2Š

‡
1

DxDr

Z Z

Ai;j

S…U † dx dr …17†

where

~Ui‡1=2;j ˆ Ui;j…xi‡1=2; rj† Ûi‡1=2;j ˆ Ui‡1;j…xi‡1=2; rj†

and ~Ui;j‡1=2 and Ûi;j‡1=2 are de¢ned similarly. Equation (17) has second-order accu-
racy in the smooth £ow region.

Until now, the KFVS method with the combination of initial data rec-
onstruction has been presented for the discretization of convective £uxes. For
the diffusion terms, a central difference scheme is commonly used for the
discretization of diffusive £uxes. For example, the derivatives in rj ~Ei‡1=2;j are
approximated by

rj…txx†i‡1=2;j & rj…2m ‡ ~m†i‡1=2;j
1

Dx …ui‡1;j ¡ ui;j† ‡ ~mi‡1=2;j

£
1
2 …vi‡1;j ‡ vi;j† ‡

rj

4Dr …vi‡1;j‡1 ¡ vi‡1;j¡1 ‡ vi;j‡1 ¡ vi;j¡1†
" #

rj…txr†i‡1=2;j & rjmi‡1=2;j
1

Dx …vi‡1;j ¡ vi;j† ‡
1

4Dr …ui‡1;j‡1 ¡ ui‡1;j¡1 ‡ ui;j‡1 ¡ ui;j¡1†
" #

rj k @T

@x( ) i‡1=2;j
&ki‡1=2;j

rj

Dx …Ti‡1;j ¡ Ti;j† …18†

Time Discretizations

In the previous section we presented numerical approximation for the con-
vective and difusive terms. To keep the second-order accuracy of the scheme, a
second-order method must be used for the sorce terms. We now turn to the temporal
discretization of Eq. (17). Denoting the right-hand side of Eq. (17) as L…U † and
omitting the spatial indices, Eq. (17) can be written as

dU
dt ˆ L…U † …19†
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The simplest single-step method for solving Eq. (19) is the explicit Euler method.
However, there is usually a step size constraint associated with the convection
and diffusive terms if the explicit Euler method is used. To overcome these
dif¢culties, we use a third-order Runge^Kutta method [22] for the time dis-
cretization.

To advance the value of U from time level n to n ‡ 1 in Eq. (19) by the
third-order Runge^Kutta method, we have

U …0† ˆ U n

U …1† ˆ U …0† ‡ DtL…U …0††

U
…2†

ˆ 3
4 U …0† ‡ 1

4 …U …1† ‡ DtL…U …1†††
U …3† ˆ 1

3 U …0† ‡ 2
3 …U …2† ‡ DtL…U …2†††

U n‡1 ˆ U …3† …20†

NUMERICAL STUDY OF RESONANT OSCILLATIONS IN A TUBE

We now study the compressible £ow oscillating inside a closed tube with a
piston oscillating at the left end …x ˆ 0† having the velocity u ˆ lo cos…ot†. Exten-
sive computations using the above numerical method were carried out for the study
of gas oscillations in a closed tube. The tube has a total length of L ˆ 1:7018 m with
the radius of R0 ˆ 2:412 £ 10¡2 m. The tube is ¢lled with air under normal circum-
stances (T0 ˆ 291:785 K , p0 ˆ 101325 Pa). These parameters were used in a pre-
vious article by Saenger and Hudson [1]. The sound speed corresponding to
the pressure and density of the air is a0 ˆ 332:5317. Therefore, the ¢rst resonant
frequency of the tube becomes fr ˆ o=2p ˆ a0=2L ˆ 100:6 Hz. The piston (at
the end of the tube) has an oscillatory amplitude of l ˆ 3:175 £ 10¡3 m [1]. The
computational domain was divided into 160 £ 40 grid points with equal cell size
Dx ˆ 1:063625 £ 10¡2 m and Dr ˆ 6:0325 £ 10¡4 m. A schematic description of

Figure 2. Schematic description of the tube and the coordinates.
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the tube is given in Figure 2. In the following computations, the time step size Dt is
determined by the Courant^Friedriche, Levy (CFL) condition

Dt µ
CCFL minfDx; Drg

maxUfjuj ‡ jvj ‡
����������
gp=p

p
g

which comes from the explicit discretization of the convective terms, and CCFL

denotes CFL constant and is taken as 0.4.
No-slip boundary conditions for the £uid velocity are imposed at all solid

walls. Both adiabatic wall and isothermal wall boundary conditions are con-
sidered. At the symmetry axis …r ˆ 0†, the £ow conditions v ˆ 0 and
@r=@r ˆ @u=@r ˆ @p=@r ˆ 0 are imposed. Figures 3^10 show the numerical results
for the case with an adiabatic wall with the piston oscillating at a resonant frequency
of 100.6 Hz and two frequencies departing or far away from the resonant frequency,
respectively, while Figures 11 and 12 show the results for the case of an isothermal
wall. As is shown in these ¢gures, the strength of the shock wave at the resonant
frequency is weak. Because the strength of the shock wave is stronger in the case
of the adiabatic all, we shall focus our discusson on this case.

Figure 3. (a) Temporal variations of pressure, density, and temperature near the middle of the tube (at
x=L ˆ 0:496875 and r ˆ 0) with an adiabatic wall at resonant frequency (i.e., f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz†. (a:
p=p0, b: r=r0, C: T=T0.) (b) Temporal variations of axial velocity u=lo near the middle of the tube
(at x=L ˆ 0:496875 and r ˆ 0) with an adiabatic wall at resonant frequency (i.e., f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz.
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Figures 3a and 3b show the temporal variations of pressure, density,
temperature, and axial velocity near the midpoint of the tube (at
x=L ˆ 0:496875) and at the center line of the tube …r ˆ 0†. It is noted that the tem-
poral variations of pressure, density, and temperature are in phase with each other.
The periodically sharp increase in pressure, density, and temperature shown in
Figure 3a indicates the propagation of a weak shock wave. Figure 3b shows the
axial velocity near the middle of the tube, which varies almost sinuoisdally in
the positive and negative direction periodically. The numerical results shown in
Figures 3a and 3b are very similar to those presented in Figure 1 of Betchov’s paper
[2].

Figures 4a and 4b show the corresponding temporal variations of pressure,
density, temperature, and axial velocity near the piston (x=L ˆ 3:125 £ 10¡3 and
r ˆ 0). A comparison of Figure 4a and Figure 3a shows that the period and ampli-
tude of temporal variations of pressure, density, and temperature at a location near
the piston, which are larger than those near the middle of the tube. At a small dis-
tance away from the piston, the temporal variations of axial velocity shown in
Figure 4b are almost sinusoidally in phase with the piston movement. The weak
shock wave is generated whenever there is a sudden increase in pressure and the
axial velocity is suddenly changed from zero to a negative value, which forms a
pulse-type shock wave.

Figure 4. Temperoral variations of pressure, density, and temperature near the piston (at
x=L ˆ 3:125 £ 10¡3 and r ˆ 0) with an adiabatic wall at resonant frequency (i.e., f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz).
(a: p=p0, b: r=r0, c: T=T0.) (b) Temporal variations of axial velocity u=lo near the piston (at
x=L ˆ 3:125 £ 10¡3 and r ˆ 0) with an adiabatic wall at resonant frequency (i.e., f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz).
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The corresponding temporal variations of pressure, density, temperature, and
axial velocity near the closed end are shown in Figures 5a and 5b. A comparison
of Figures 3a, 4a, and 5a shows that (1) the period and amplitude of temporal
variatons of pressure, density, and temperature near the piston and the closed
end are almost identical, and (2) the amplitudes of these oscillations are smallest
near the middle of the tube. Figure 5b shows the temporal variation of axial velocity
near the closed end (at x=L ˆ 0:996875 and r ˆ 0), which are small except during the
occurrence of a shock wave. It is interesting to note that the axial velocity is always
nonnegative near the closed end at x=L ˆ 1 and the weak shock appears as a
pulse-type axial velocity variation.

Figure 6 shows the mesh re¢nement study of the same problem, where solid and
dashed lines denote pressure near the closed end as a function of time obtained with
160 £ 40 and 320 £ 80 mesh points, respectively. It is shown that there are only slight
differences in pressure near the valley of the curve when a re¢ned grid size was used.
We also refer the readers to [20, 21] for detailed grid convergence analyses of the gas
kinetic method.

Figure 7a gives axial velocity and temperature pro¢les at six different locations
of x=L at t ˆ 0:486 s. As shown in this ¢gure, the maximum axial velocity occurs near
the wall of the tube. Figure 7b shows that the temperature variations along the radial
direction are small for this case with an adiabatic wall.

Figure 5. (a) Temporal variations of pressure density, and temperature near the closed end (at
x=L ˆ 0:996875 and r ˆ 0) with an adiabatic wall at resonant frequency (i.e., f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz). (a:
p=p0, b: r=r0, c: T=T0.) (b) Temporal variations of velocity u=lo near the closed end (at
x=L ˆ 0:996875 and r ˆ 0) with an adiabatic wall at resonant frequency (i.e., f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz).
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Figure 8 shows the distribution of the pressure, density, and temperature along
the tube at two different times at t1 ˆ 0:4023 s and t2 ˆ 0:4077 s, while Figure 9
shows the corresponding axial velocity. Figure 9a indicates the axial velocity at
t ˆ 0:4023 s at which time the piston is moving to the left (u…0; 0:4023† < 0 in
Figure 8) and the shock wave is moving from the closed end …x ˆ L† to the piston
…x ˆ 0†. Figure 9b indicates the axial velocity at t ˆ 0:4077 s at which time the piston
is moving to the right …u…0; 0:4077† > 0 in Figure 8) and the shock wave is moving to
the right (u…0; 0:4077† > 0 in Figure 8) and the shock wave is moving toward the
closed end.

Figure 7. Axial velocity and temperature pro¢les with an adiabatic wall at t ˆ 0:486 s at different
locations x=L at resonant frequency of f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz.

Figure 6. Mesh re¢nement study of pressure as a function of time near the closed end (at x=L ˆ 0:996875)
with an adiabatic wall at f ˆ 100:6 Hz. Solid and dashed lines denote solutions on the ¢ne and coarse
grids, respectively.
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When the oscillating frequency …f ˆ 104:7 Hz† of the piston departs from the
resonant frequency …f ˆ 100:6 Hz†, the shock wave generated inside the tube
becomes weaker as shown in Figure 10a. If the oscillation frequency
…f ˆ 92:3 Hz† is far away from the resonance frequency …f ˆ 100:6 Hz†, the piston
only generates standing waves moving in the tube as shown in Figure 10b which
does not have a shock wave.

Figure 9. u=lo vs. x=L at ot ˆ 254:2892 (a) and ot ˆ 257:7025 (b) with an adiabatic wall at resonant
frequency of f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz.

Figure 8. Axial variations of pressure, density, and temperature along center line …r ˆ 0† at ot ˆ 254:2892
(a) and ot ˆ 257:7025 (b) with an adiabatic wall at resonant freqency of f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz. (a: p=p0, b:
r=r0, c: T=T0).
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The numerical results with an isothermal wall condition are shown in
Figures 11 and 12. Similar wave structures are observed inside the tube even though
the shock waves become much weaker in this case as compared with the adiabatic
case. (See Figures 5a and 11a). This is because for the adiabatic case there is no
heat loss from the £uid to the wall, whereas for the isothermal wall there is heat
transfer from the £ow to the wall at certain locations along the wall. At the resonant
frequency of 100.6 Hz, the captured shock waves can be clearly observed. Figure 11b
shows the radial distribution of the axial velocity (left) and temperature pro¢les
(right) at t ˆ 0:391 s at different locations at resonant frequency. It is shown that
the axial velocity (left ¢gure) is positive in most locations away from the closed end,
which means that the gas at most locations at this instant is moving from the piston
to the closed end. Near the closed end, the axial velocity is negative, which implies
that the wave is re£ected at the instant. Radial temperature gradients near the wall
are negative near the piston and positive near the closed end, which indicate that
heat is transferred from the gas to the wall near the piston and heat is transfered
from the wall to the gas near the closed end. (See Figure 11a.) However, at
f ˆ 97:7 Hz, which is away from the resonant frequency …f ˆ 100:6 Hz†, the weak
shock waves as shown in Figure 12a are much more easily spread out in comparison
with the adiabatic case. Figure 12b shows that the corresponding axial velocity and
temperature distributions at different locations x=L at f ˆ 99:7 Hz, which have simi-
lar behavior to Figure 11b.

Figure 10. (a) Temporal variations of pressure, density, and temperature near the closed end (at
x=L ˆ 0:996875) with an adiabatic wall at f ˆ 104:7 Hz. (a: p=p0, b: r=r0, c: T=T0†. (b) Temporal
variations of pressure, density, and temperature near the closed end (at x=L ˆ 0:996875) with an adiabatic
wall at f ˆ 92:3 Hz. (a: p=p0, b: r=r0, c: T=T0.)
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this article we have presented a gas-kinetic scheme to simulate
two-dimensional resonant gas oscillations in a tube. The MUSCL-type KFVS
methods for convective terms and a third-order Runge^Kutta time discretization
were used to approximate numerically the time-dependent, axisymmetric, compress-
ible Navier^Stokes equations.

The oscillatory motion is generated by a piston at one end and re£ected by
another closed end. The dependence of the £ow distribution on the different
oscillating frequencies and wall boundary conditions are presented. At the resonant
frequency and slightly off-resonance frequencies, weak shock waves propagating
inside the tube are captured very well, even though the oscillation amplitude is small
and the £ow Mach number is very low. These results are consistent with those from
both experimental observation and previous theoretical anlyses. The results also
show the interesting phenomena of a pulse-type shock wave, which appeared in
the axial velocity near the piston and near the closed end.

Figure 11. (a) Temporal variations of pressure, density, and temperature near the closed end (at
x=L ˆ 0:996875) with an isothermal wall at resonant frequency of f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz. (a: p=p0, b:
r=r0, c: T=T0.) (b) Axial velocity and temperature pro¢les at t ˆ 0:391 s and at different locations
x=L with an isothermal wall at resonant frequency of f ˆ fr ˆ 100:6 Hz.
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